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Until the launch of Bitcoin in 2009, the world had never seen an independent decentralized and
transparent payment method.  

With an ongoing rapidly developing crypto industry, plenty of entertainment enthusiasts tried to
use blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies to provide a unique experience for their types
of business. One of the most popular ones is online gambling. The world has seen hundreds or
more online crypto casinos since then. Most of them went bankrupt.

Let’s look at one of the first licensed crypto online casinos that successfully went through all the
challenges of time – Anonymous Casino to find out what makes them special.  

History 

Anonymous Casino  was founded in 2014 and brought the features of blockchain to the online
gambling world, and it continues to be one of the longest-running cryptocurrency casinos in the
industry. One of the primary achievements of using cryptocurrencies is removing all third parties
and letting people fully control their funds while remaining anonymous. 

Anonymous Casino does not accept fiat currencies. They are focused on people who own
cryptocurrency, invest in it, mine crypto, and other crypto-community members. Anonymous
Casino provides an exciting entertainment place for them.

Anonymous Casino goes even further to make the online gambling experience more
convenient. They created “Auto-registering” which narrowed the registration process down to
two clicks. Another advantage of their platform is that they allow you to possess multiple
accounts – A truly exceptional gambling experience!

The simplicity of registering and the flexibility with owning an unlimited number of accounts
attract scammers to the website, however, Anonymous Casino has developed and proved the
efficiency of the security system which identifies money laundering, fraud, and other illegal
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activities.

Distinctive features

One of the benefits that players get while signing up with the platform is a welcome bonus of up
to 1.5 BTC. 

One of the most important features of Anonymous Casino is its auto-registration option.
Auto-registration allows players to avail of the sign-up “Welcome bonus” as many times as they
wish to have it. 

Anonymous Casino claims that providing instant deposits and withdrawals has been one of their
top priorities. They do not limit the size of cash-outs too!

The structure of the casino is simple and convenient. In case, players may have some
concerns, for that, they have developed a highly professional and friendly support team.
Unfortunately, they do not have a chatbot. They do get back to you immediately via email to
resolve your concerns, however. 

They also have a VIP program for high rollers and offer higher bet limits and a 10% cashback
on bets placed.

Anonymous Casino has an interesting affiliate program. They do not take any admin and other
“shady” fees and commissions. Unlike other casinos, they pay the payment processors and
gambling provider’s fees themselves. Because of that, the reward for the affiliates is higher than
anywhere else and for the affiliates with great online traffic, Anonymous Casino has individual
offers. 

It is also important to note that all the games on the website are  Provably Fair  and show the
fairness of the casino. 
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Conclusion

Anonymous Casino was one of the first cryptocurrency gambling casinos and remains a leader
in the industry. It has been around since the rise of cryptocurrencies and because of its smooth
operations; it has built its reputation as one of the best crypto-gambling platforms.

Staying true to its name, Anonymous Casino’s extensive focus on allowing its users to stay
anonymous makes it convenient for any player. Multiple accounts policy makes them stand out.
It is as easy to start as with a real slot machine. Adding to that the flexible welcome bonus
policy and no withdrawal limit make it a favorable option among players.

Their case shows that blockchain is getting more ubiquitous and gets more curious
implementations.  

Disclaimer: This is a paid post and should not be treated as news/advice

Read more https://ambcrypto.com/anonymous-casino-bet-on-winning/
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